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PRIMER CP203 - CONTAC COATING FOR NON-ABSORBENT BASES

INTENDED USE:

Bonding bridge based on a solvent free synthetic dispersion and mineral filler intended for smooth and
compact bases (glass, ceramics, polished stone, machine-finished concrete, synthetic coatings, etc.) in
both internal and external environments.  Coating with CP203 generates strong bonding between the non
absorbent substrate and the applied chemicals.

Other important information:

 Shelf life: 12 months – If stored in a dry place
 Pot life: 4 to 48 hours depending on weather
 Drying time: 4 to 48 hours depending on weather
 Protect from frost

Dilution and Consumption:

JOB TYPE NUMBER
OF COATS RATIO CONCENTRATED

CONSUMPTION
All 1 No dilution 0.30 liter per square meter

Processing:

1. Make sure the substrate is dry, solid and cleaned from dust or loose particles.
2. Make sure the temperature is from+10 ºC to +40 °C! Do not use if frost is expected.
3. Mix the concentrated primer well.
4. Apply the primer evenly to the surface using a brush or roller.
5. Apply subsequent layers of chemicals only after the previous layer has dried.

Packaging and pricing (VAT not included):

Packaging Size
Plastic Container 5 liter
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